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PROFANITY #1 came out in March, 1958. It had blotchy mimeography,
juvenile contents, and a 4-color silkscreened cover. Reviewers sug
gested, quite reasonably, that I should have sent out the cover and discarded the con
tents. Issue 2 was almost as bad, with the blotchy mimeography being joined by some
barely competent dittography. By #5 I’d got access to an offset press, and by #6 I'd
learned how to use the thing. The material improved in direct proportion to the out
side contributions received. Issue #7 was begun in Tampa-Public-Library offset and
finished by LASFS-Gestetnering after I moved to Los Angeles. It was dated Feb. i960,
and had some very good material, such as Bob Bloch's speech at the 1951 Worldcon. But
I was getting into APA publishing, going back to college for my Master's degree, and
becoming active in LASFS. I folded PROFANITY.
2^ CIRCLE

I was already in SAPS and N’APA, and I soon got into OMPA and the Cult. The
short-lived IPSO [International Publishers Speculative Organization, hatched by John
Berry and George Locke as a Discussion APA] followed, and finally FAPA. For a short
period — until some clown started another APA we weren't eligible for — Jack Harness
and I were OmniAPAns. We were even in the invitational Carbon-Reproduced Amateur Press
until it was folded to yield a somewhat more exclusive APA X (AKA Apex). I instigated
the beginning of the weekly LASFS-based APA L (though most of the blame should fall on
Dave Van Arnam, who instigated the prototype, the Fanoclast/FISTFA-based APA F).
After several abortive attempts I became an officer of LASFS, holding either
the Director or Senior Committeeman (assistant Director, in practice) job off and on
from about 1962 to 1968. In 1968 LASFS became LASFS Inc., and I became a member of the
Board of Directors and its first Chairman of the Board (an office I held for five
years). In 1969 I took over the Treasurer post, holding it until LASFS had its own
clubhouse bought and paid for. (The final loan repayment was made last October.)

I got into the convention game in 1968, and have helped run a Worldcon, two
Westercons, and a pseudo-Westercon, acting as either Co-Chairman, Assistant Chairman,
or Treasurer.
And now it is 1975 and my focus has come around again to fanzines — the col
lecting and publishing thereof. I have never really stopped collecting fanzines. In
fact, over the past fifteen years I've accumulated what is probably one of the half
dozen largest collections of fanzines. I bought out the Fanzine Foundation that Alan
J. Lewis assembled in the early 60's, shipping over 2100 pounds of the things from
Detroit after the Tricon in 1966. I've even done a reasonable amount of work in sort
ing and filing the zines so that they are accessible to research. There are still some
51 Boxes of fanzines to be sorted, but some are recent acquisitions — four came in on
February 1st — and there are 27 filing cabinet drawers full of sorted zines, and over
a hundred bound volumes (mostly APA mailings).

.
My information lines into general fanzine fandom appear to have died at least
five years ago, and possibly seven or eight years ago, though I still receive the oc
casional genzine for one reason or another. This situation was sharply pointed up to
ward the end.of 1974 when I went to work checklisting and filing a couple boxes of
zines that Mike Glyer gave me. I discovered that not only were 90 percent of the zine
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titles unknown to me, but so were 7.5 percent of the editors. Obviously an intolerable
situation for a fanzine fan — even a lapsed one like me. There was nothing for it but
to get back into the genzine-publishing end of things and see if I can tune in once
more on fanzine fandom. The initial effort you have before you; the ultimate result —
who knows? A second start should be better than a first, or it isn't worth the effort
for either the performer or the audience.

"We can't return, we can only look
Behind from where we came... ."

MUMBO JUMBO, RHUBARB RHUBARB.■,
A few brief biographical notes, on the assumption that,’ if I don't know 75 per
cent of the current fanzine editors, they don't know me either: I am j8 (for the astro
logy-minded, a middle Leo), 5'10" and perpetually on and off diets. (I've stuck to the
present one for a month now, and it actually seems to be working and continuable. If I
can last another four or five months... .) Married for the second time; have a daughter
(9 years old in March) by wife #1. Cecy lives with her maternal grandparents on the
other side of the Los Angeles complex, and has two Pekinese. I'm more a cat person, as
is my wife Elayne — we have three so far. Elayne and Cecy are both middle Pisces.

I am an Associate Librarian in the UCLA Engineering Library, working as head of
their Acquisitions Section. I got a B.S. from the University of Florida and a Master
of Library Science from the University of So. Calif., then gave up. Elayne is finish
ing up her B.A. at UCLA, majoring in Russian, and working part-time in the Engineering
Library's Circulation Section.
We live in a recently-acquired A-bedroom house in the northern San Fernando
Valley area, about four blocks from the freeway and a half hour from UCLA (except dur
ing the morning rush). The bedrooms aren't very big, but they let us have a Library,
a Fan Room, and a GuestRoom/Sewing Room. There is a j8' pool, but it isn't heated, and
we're not Polar bears, so it goes unused from about October to April. The house is
known as The Tower, and is the 6th in a line of such residences for me. (The story be
hind the name is a trifle complicated; I may bore you with it at a future time.) Hence
the fan-diary section is entitled "Tower Trivia."

I took up duplicate bridge in 1971, and try to play a couple times a week. I'm
rather a mediocre player, as the Trivia comments will indicate. Elayne doesn't play
bridge, but she puts up with my doing so as long as I don't spend half the week at it.
Tuesday night and Wednesday night club games and a tournament on one of the weekend
days is skirting the edge of toleration, but... .

That ought to do for an introduction.
GOLDEN HELMET OF MAMBRINO...

I have no set plans for including particular material or kinds of material in
PROFANITY. The Tower Trivia column will continue as long as I can find time to do it.
I'll probably raid APA L, current and past, for reprintable material — at 40 to 70
pages a week there ought to be a few things worth sending to a larger audience. I am
still very interested in conventions and the conduct of such, especially the larger
ones, since they have more generally-applicable problems. (I'm currently Treasurer for
Westercon 28 (1975) and Chairman of Westercon 29 (1976), so I'm not yet out of the con
game.) I consider arguments in fanzines to be generally useless, though there may be a
Way of extracting humor from them, in which case they might be worthwhile. Discussions
are a different matter, as they can be done sort of debate-style, with statements of
position, rebuttals, new facts, and a final closing when nothing new is being said —
even if no actual conclusion or convincing of one or the other party has accurred, I
like to push some of the Good Causes — TAFF, DUFF, etc. And I may even get around to
mentioning...at least briefly...science fiction.
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- —: New Yea^'s fve at the Nivens'
aa usual, quite enjoyable. Fuzzy Pink’s culand a inarY efforts disappeared almost as fast as she could stack them on the tables,
and a case of Opici Lambrusco quickly dwindled to less than half, in spite of the
large quantities of beer, soft drinks, and eggnog also being consumed. (And the tradi
tional midnight champagne added at least another five dead soldiers to the collection )
Decision-making was difficult at times. The Nivens' spiked eggnog is the only one I'll
T'Ve 1ried’ but then Stan Burns came by with what might have been
the last of the Lambrusco, so there I was, walking around with two glasses, trying to
remember where I'd put my plate so I could go appropriate more of the ham-and-mushroom
crepes. (I was m even more of an "Eat, drink, and be merry" mood than usual, as the
new year would bring the oft-threatened/promised diet.)

The invitees were a more mixed bag this year than last. The LASFS poker players
Mnf?aS^°S^ a11 theveLaS USUa1’ plUS 3/4 Of the Slandercon quartet, Pournellas,Roses,
Moiiatts Craynes, Kidds, Ackermans, and, later, Sturgeons. The Bounder was there with
Bobbi, and the newly engaged Robyn and Mike. Stasia was there with Jim Hollander, and
Neeters with Drew. Marcy came with B.G. Workman, showing off her ring. Alan Foster and
Joe Minne both brought dates. The Schindlers, of the Pinckard"W/XXX/0XX^^/XX/ Liter
arySalon, came and talked to other members of the Salon (Pournelles, Nivens, Ackermans,
Craynes(.)). And I ve probably forgotten others (besides David Gerrold).

Best Performance award for the evening went to Dian, Most Dramatic award to Milt
Kerens, and Most Popular award to Tenderpaw, the Nivens' superfluffy cat. The party
broke around J a.m., without even an attempt at a poker game.

- JaN: For the first time in six years, I don't have to man the Procedural Treasurer's
,
4-u table at LASFS- I still have the Corporation Treasurer job for another month, unti! the.Board of Directors holds elections, so I still run the "Money Gouge" auction at
ae beginning of the meeting, but then I can wander around as I please. There is, how
ever, a problem: what to do if I don't want to sit through the program. The blue room
is usually too busy with APA L collation; the green room has a group conversation be
ing herded along by Jerry Pournelle, and it's too cold to go outside yet. I suppose I
can hide in the Library and read.

The final voting for Fugghead of the Year netted another $24+, bringing the total
to a rather small $45 or so for the contest this year. The Fugghead Contest itself won
this year, with a mad scramble for second-place between supporters of Sandy Cohen (most
ly Cohen himself) and those of Jerry Pournelle (mostly Bob Hollander and B.G.. Workman),
to see who would give the speech. (The rule is that second place winner gives the ac
ceptance speech on behalf of the winner, running down all the other candidates in theprocess, since we certainly wouldn't want to listen to the biggest Fugghead give the
speech.) The Pournelle faction having successfully nailed down second place, this year's
speech may be quite interesting.
J

Those who have been against the Fugghead contest because it was a negative thing
wi_l have a chance to see what kind of results a positive thing can do — the Wall of
Fame gets pushed hard this year to see if it will actually work. We have enough nominaVriter and Fan Artlst> but Organizer, Pro, and Publisher need some more
just to fill the seven available slots, let alone make any selection of nominees by a
steering committee necessary.

3 JAN: The long-abandoned fanzine collection is finally getting some work done on it. I
S°r^ed tW0 cartons of the things Wednesday, littering the fan room rather thor+hf+1m + t+e^?r°2eSSv
tonisht 1 be®an on the checklisting. The main problem is
that most of the two boxes were gifts of fairly recent stuff from Mike Glyer, who isn't
add°thim S thrtwdo+eVer read bhem’ In some cases 1 could ignore this Let and just
add tnem to the collection; m others - mostly the personalzines of late '73 and early
J, ' 1 b°sged down f°r an hour
so reading them. I suspect I shall begetting
back
into the fanzine racket again for a while... .
6
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Fred Patten came over in the evening to work on his history of the Worldcon that
he is writing for MidAmericonn Another spur to continue work on the fanzine col
lection — if the Ao or so boxes still out in the garage were sorted and filed, I’d
have been able to turn up more of the zines he wanted. As it was, though, he lugged
several armloads of bound volumes and single zines off to photocopy for his files on
the project. Fred is also using the Ackerman collection for source material, and if
everything goes right, the resulting history should be quite valuable.
Elliot Weinstein also came over, to make a deal on the purchase of my old stamp
collection, which has been ignored for around 20 years except for the acquisition of
some U.S. plate blocks. Elliot collects various non-U.S. countries, and his mother col
lects U.S., so.between them they made an offer for the entire collection. I could probget more if I wanted to chase down buyers for individual sets (or stamps, or even
countries), but it isn't really worth my time. So Elliot has the stamps, and I have the
money and some more storage space in my old foot locker. An Elephant always needs more
trunk room... . There are still some mint U.S. plate blocks to dispose of, but if no
one is interested in buying them I can always give up and use them for postage.

Around 11:00, Drew Sanders came over, and the five of us went to the Gordon Theatre
for the.free midnight showing. Bob Greenberg has been asked to put together a program
oi preview trailers for Filmex, and this was a preliminary screening. The previews var
ied from super-low-camp (*50's near-porn) to the fantastically beautiful Japanese film
Dragon Inn. A number of classics were included which neither Elayne nor I have seen
— uhe.Coleman "Lost Horizon," "Citizen Kane" — and which go onto a List of Real Soon
Now tnmgs to see and do. ("Dragon Inn" goes ahead of them on the List.) The show ran
xor almost two hours, finishing off with a lot of real turkeys which they ought to sep
arate when the film is assembled for Filmex.
5 J-N: A lazy Sunday was to have been spent working on the fanzines, but I got derailed
a horrible jigsaw puzzle Elayne hauled out and said she’d never been able to
put together. Years and years ago I was a jigsaw puzzle freak, and every once in a while
out h r
n
fg4-?ga?u’ LaSt time WaB at a NiVen party’ when Fuzzy Pink brought
out her col ection of the things. This one of Elayne's is one of the round Springbok
errors, Nepalese Mandala," and it killed the evening with enough still left to kill
Monday evening.

I did get some work done on the fanzines, even if not very much. Once again, as
rery?ime 1 work.with stacks of fanzines, I got to cursing those people who

reiuse, iorgeu, or otherwise don't bother to put a colophon in a zine. Which Sheryl did
the zine called ECHOES, to publicize Mae Strelkov's writings? The editBlS coXs
are simply signed .S.".and it is left for another contributor to mention any name at all
CITY FRFaCt^ nUmber
Jeff Schall®s’s "Last Issue" of the GROVE
CITY FREE PRESS? The letters in the thing are all talking about some other zine title,
leading one to consider that the last was also the first. Besides, the cover is a holdwltS ™ =
71sh°Uld I filo tho damn thing (not to be confused
with 1HE DhMN THING) under "c"? Mumble, grumble.
- —! ”“bT^5nSSi? Is tOok-ook! Back in 196? the professional lihrarith® University of California set up an association to help them deal with
the University.administration: The Librarians Association of the University of Californ
ia. Not too original, but descriptive. The idea was to have some say in whit was going
wording within the University system instead of going to the Unions for personnel
tgenera^ library associations (American Library Assn., California Library
? 1
P°11Cy matters
such* Bylaws were drawn up, officers elected on each of ”
Lhe nine campuses and statewide. Negotiations with the University began. Little by
little^. recognition was granted (i.e., right to use the name of the University). Bie
Deal. Every once in a while the University would consult LAUG — then go ahead and do
w at it was going to do anyway. LAUC went on meeting and acting as if it meant some
thing. lhe question came up m 1973 as to LAUC’s exact status with the University —
is it a part of the University, a sponsored activity like various clubs, or an Employee

on
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Organization, such as a Union or the Calif. State Employees Assn. If it was either of
the last two, it could not require all librarians to be members. If it was the first,
it had to be proclamed as such by the President and the Board of Regents. Argue, argue,
argue; debate, debate, debate; stall, stall, stall.
Today a meeting was called of the UCLA Delegates to the Statewide Assembly of
LAUC (there are four, plus four alternates, in addition to the Division President. I am
currently a Delegate, having determined that there isn't much work to the position be
sides attending the two statewide meetings each year. I am also Statewide Parliamentar
ian, since the current Statewide President, as well as the two previous such, appears
to get freaked out that I can handle Robert1 s Rules of Order. All of this glunk looks
good on the annual Report of Professional Activities, which would otherwise be blank.)
We were handed a copy of the LAUC Bylaws, as amended by the University Administration
to suit their rules and regulations, and told that, if the new Bylaws were approved,
LAUC would be proclaimed as an integral part of the University by the President. We
would then get funding for our activities, official support, etc. The Bylaws have to be
passed by the LAUC Assembly (by Division, which was what we were there for), and by the
membership. Since the ch nges are picayune, we duly passed them. The membership will
certainly do so also. Then, we may actually exist. Ring-a-ding-ding. Ook-ook. This is
the biggest Mickey-Mouse deal since Disneyland. (If only it were anywhere near as prof
itable, in any way!) I feel like the guy in "Irma la Douce" trying to prove he didn't
kill himself — there were so many steps before the court would agree he was alive!
8 JAN: Played duplicate bridge at the Wild Whist Bridge Club with Bob Hollander. Drew,
my usual bridge partner, is too broke to afford $2 card fees, but came along as
a kibitzer and got to play free to fill up a table. I haven't played with Bob for sev
eral years, and the partnership was more than slightly ragged. We came in badly under
average. There was one memorable hand, in which my RHO opened a diamond, and I doubled
for takeout, holding EC] QJ9xx CD] A [H] KQx CS] Axxx. LHC passed. So did Bob. So did
RHO. Dummy came down with singleton Q of trump, Ax of clubs, and five to the 10 of
each major, Down 3 for a cold top. First time that conversion has worked in ages; Bob
had six diamonds to the K, and about five points altogether. (Drew and his partner came
in under average, too, in spite of the good boards they got from us.)

9 JAN: Both Nancy Kidd and Ginger Waugh brought their pre-teen daughters to LASFS, set
ting off a discussion between Barry Gold and me regarding the LASFS policy on
when children of members have to join the club themselves. We don't have any policy,
but we probably ought to formulate one. The rule of thumb has pretty much been that
they have to join when they start attending on their own hook, but it would probably
be better to base a policy on age — 13 or 14 should be old enough for them to get
something out of attending a meeting (as much as the rest of us get out of it, at
least), so they should probably have to join at that age, under the usual three free
meetings rule.
The two program items flipped a coin to see who would go first, and Jerry Pournelle
won. The LASFS may have lost. His talk on Mars, from the new book he is writing for Ben
Bova was interesting for the half hour or more that I listened, but even those much
more patient types starting giving up before he quit around 10:30 to turn things over
to Bill Warren. Bill showed a couple of old cartoons on the club's new sound projector,
almost entirely paid for by Randy Greiner. APA L wasn't ready until almost 10:30, so
that helped keep some of the audience in their seats. (It doesn’t matter what the pro
gram is; when APA L is ready, about a dozen people will leave the program to dash for
the APA L line. It's quite disconcerting to those trying to present the program, but
this doesn't matter to the APA L fanatics.)
There are other disruptive influences. Around ten o'clock, whether or not APA L
is ready, people start thinking it's time to leave. This seems to be the phenomena,
born of so many years at public parks and such, where we had to be out by 10:00, of
LASFS throwing itself out at 10:00. And the relatively small size of the clubhouse
mitigates against casual traffic in and out during programs; every exit or entrance of
an attendee is an interruption. Wonder where (and for how much) we can buy something
like a church or a couple of side-by-side stores... .
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APA L 5O^+ has nothing really special therein. Marc Schirmeister's cover is a very
funny cartoon, making reference to the old VOMaiden covers of the 'AO's.

10 JAN: The mail brought APA: NESFA 55 (Dec. 197^). Bibliographically, there is one bad
problem with this monthly combozine: there is no table of contents until the
following month, when it will be the first page inside the cover. Not only is it dis
concerting to open the Dec. issue and find the contents for Nov., but you can’t check
the collation to see if your copy is complete for another month. Highlights of this
issue include: George Flynn's derivation of Metathermodynamics (an admitted piece of
"tech humor"); the same G.F.'s outline of Ursula LeGuin's Future History; Larry Niven's
Progress Report on Trantorcon 23JO9 (previously in APA L 500); Mary Cole's recap of a
Psychology Today article on the "six flavors of love"; and Joe Ross’s essay on the old
radio show "Space Patrol." Participation in A:N. is restricted to members of NESFA, but
subscriptions may be available to non-members. (Box G, MIT Station, Cambridge MA 02139)
11 JAN: Elayne dropped me off at UCLA while she went to an introductory session for a
memory-training course. The LASFS Bylaws have needed reprinting with amendments
for over a year, and I needed the IBM Text typewriter we have at the Engineering Li
brary to do them. (Otherwise, they'd run six or more pages instead of four.) Elayne
picked me up shortly after 1:30, having had some car trouble on the way back — the Ox
had developed a leak in the coder system. We limped to a service station, where they
took several hours to replace a hose, then discovered there was also a leak in the
water pump, which they couldn't fix because the parts stores were all closed by then.
At least they didn't have the nerve to charge the labor on the hose replacement. We
limped to Elayne's parents' place to pick up some things they'd been holding for us,
and Paul, Elayne's father suggested some gunk that could be put in the radiator to
seal off the leak, if it wasn't too serious. It appeared to work, so we could drive
home without worrying about the engine overheating.
Tne evening was spent at the LASFS Open House, where one of the main topics of con
versation was the schedule of announced membership fees for MidAmericon. $50.00 after
1 August 1976.'? They're going to get either a lot of crashers, or one hell of a big
surplus of funds. (I have no confidence in the big fee keeping people away and there
by limiting the size of the con, I'm afraid.)
MONDAY, 13 JAN: OUTWORLDS 21/22 showed up, on newsprint. It sort of looks funny, but
.
.
it reads just as good, so why shouldn't Bill save a third of his
costs? Highlights, for me, were Bob Lowndes on censorship, Jerry Pournelle on the
Loathsome Afrair of the Lime Jello, Tucker on coincidences, and the letter-column
controversies. (I realize that lots of OW readers are sick to death of the latter,
but I regard vhem as processes — affairs in conflict which are being elucidated and
clarified, if not resolved., I like seeing the wheels go around, and Bill provides both
a good view and adequate oil.) [Bill Bowers, Box 2521, North Canton, OH A472O; this
double issue: $1.50; subs 4/$4., beginning with #23.]
INSTANT MESSAGE 164, the NESFA newsletter, also arrived, with a flyer advertising
the book to be published for this year's Boskone: Anne McCaffrey's A Time When (part
1 of The White Dragon). This year they're selling a special very limited edition in
3A leather (besides the regular edition of 800 copies, $6. each) It's priced at
$4o.co. I'm still paying off Christmas bills and trying to save for Aussiecon. I
can't afford it. But... . mumblegrumble... . (Corresponding membership in NESFA is
$5/year, and gets you all regular publications: Box G, MIT Sta., Cambridge, MA 02139)
Vi JAN: Finished off the evening and my FAPAzine at the same time. 14 pages for the
February mailing. And I don't even owe pages until the May mailing! I'm be
ginning to feel like a publishing ///// giant again. Or Something.

J5

JaN; MYSTERY TRADER 10 from Ethel Lindsay. Aimed at mystery fans rather than SF-

fans. Adverts list huge numbers of second-hand mystery books (pb &hb) for sale
by various people and shops. Of most use is the booklist by Derek Adley of books
about mystery writings and writers, but Derek Smith's "Chasing Phantoms," about books
advertised by the publishers but never brought out is also quite interesting. (3/$1;
6 Langley Ave., Surbiton, Surrey KT6 SQL, United Kingdom)
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xxiERE AIN’T NO JUSTICE Dept.: Bob Hollander and I played bridge again at the
Wild Whist, and again Drew Sanders came along to kibitz and wound up playing as a
fill-m. I made a special trip to his place to see if he wanted to go, as I couldn't
get through on the phone for the hour before I left. It was a Championship Game, so
the point-awards were higher, and both sections (23 tables altogether) were compared
together, with awards for placing in section and bigger awards for placing over-all.
So guess who scored slightly under average? And guess who came in first in his sec
tion and second overall? Grump. Oh, well, Bob and I got closer to placing this time,
anyway: tied for oth, about &/z points out of the awards. If we improve as much again
by next week... .
16 JAN: APA L 505 wasn't anything special. Best items were Harness's pseudo-Gorey story
(overrun from hrs Cultzine), and Sam'l Henderson's explanation that "Tak Hallus," if it is indeed Arabic, doesn't mean "pen name" (as has been reported) but "non
sense bursts forth." At least as far as his Arabic dictionaries will tell.

22 JAN: An auditor for the IRS came out to the Tower to audit EASES Inc for 1973. He
assured us (Milt Stevens and I were there to answer questions if necessary)
it was a.random computer-selected audit of exempt, non-profit, tax-deductible corpor
ations, interested mostly in activities — whether such corporations are doing any
thing they aren't supposed to be doing under the IRS laws for their category. He ar
rived shortly after 9:00, and turned out to be reasonably knowledgeable in the SF
field, so the three of us talked for a while before he got down to checking the fi
nancial records and such. (He's mostly a Heinlein and Norton enthusiast.) Milt left
around noon to get some errands done, checking back later to see what the auditor had
decided about vititing the clubhouse. (He'd decided not to do so at present; if it ■
were really necessary, he could show up at a meeting and look around.) Drew came over
around 2:00, and it was discovered the auditor also plays bridge, though not dupli
cate. I finally had to throw Drew out of the room so the auditor could get back to
work. Finally, around 4:4)0, he packed up his calculator and quit, though there are a
few more things to be checked. Second meeting is set for 3 February, and he'll come
to UCLA so I don't have to take another day off work. It would appear there is no
problem, as LASFS isn't doing such things as making grants to organizations or indi
viduals, or trying to influence legislation. But since I'm sure no auditor would tell
the auditee his conclusions until everything is finished, I'll hold my breath slight
ly for a couple weeks.
18 JAN: The temporary solution to the Ox's cooling system problem turned out to be in
adequate, so I trundled the beast to the Ford agency at the improbably early
hour of 7:00, to be there when they opened at 7 = 30. I am impressed with Galpin Ford
(Sepulveda) for efficiency and customer relations. Though I didn't have an appoint
ment, they had me fill out an instruction form before opening time, so everything was
ready for the checker when 7:30 came around. Then, when the checker found he had to
wait for one of the mechanics who wasn't in yet to be sure they could deal with the
job on their short Saturday schedule, he sent me to their coffee shop with a token
for a free coffee (or, luckily, tea). Fifteen minutes later things were ready, and
they could handle it, so he gave me an estimate on replacing the water pump and tight
ening the emergency brake, and a shuttle bus drove me back to the Tower. I picked the
Ox up just before their closing at 2:00, and found the charges $7.50 less than their
lower estimate. Most amazing.

Drew drove Elayne and me to Ron Bounds's housewarming party, via Wonderworld book
store in Long Beach. I’d already got my stack of comics and magazines — about $9.
worth — at LASFS, since Fred Patten brings them in for me, going by a list of titles.
This will be the last month I'll be buying the SF magazines; when they go to $1, I
quit. I've quit on the paperbacks at $1.25, and if the regular run of comics goes over
a quarter, I'll quit on those, too. I can get them second hand for all I really need
them. Anyway, Drew picked up his stack, and Fred locked up the store so he could go
to the party, too.

The party itself was quite enjoyable, even if I am on a diet and had to stick to
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the diet cola I'd brought instead of the various wines floating about. (Luckily, I
don't go much for potato chips and such party munchables, since they're not al l owed
either.) We got the tour of the J-bedroom apartment Ron has taken in Redondo Beach, and
met the important occupant: T.C., a large tabby cat, who mostly stayed away from people
in the main bedroom. (He didn't really object to being fussed over, but didn't care for
•the noise and the large group of people.) The other two bedrooms form the library, tho
only the paperbacks have shelves at present. (The Bounder has put together some very
;good—looking bookcases; I couldn't quite figure out how to make off with them — espec
ially since they were full at the time.) For the party, one of the two library rooms
was set up for darts, the other for cards. No poker game ever developed, but a couple
. games of Oh Hell separated Ed Green from better than $5. Around 11:00 several people
left for the third showing of previews at the Gordon Theatre, and others began wander
ing off around midnight. The rest settled down to conversation, filksinging, and darts.
When the first died down, I took refuge in the card room against some of the second. It
isn't that I mind Frank Gasperik breaking into song, but I wish someone would give him
the right key, so he wouldn't have to break in! (Actually, a good deal of the music ses
sion was quite good, but Frank started murdering a few numbers and I retreated to a
game of solitaire.) Around two, Drew and Sandy Cohen came back from the Gordon, and
shortly thereafter Ron threw everyone out.

22 JAN: Fred came over to do more research for his Worldcon History, and I did more fan
.
zine sorting. Two of the boxes I got into were APA mailings, almost all of them
duplicates, but most of them missing a zine or three from being complete. If they were
very incomplete I added them to the stacks of miscellaneous zines; if only one or two
zines were missing I put them away to see if the missing items would turn up eventual
ly.. I think it's better to have complete mailings if possible, though I have no idea if
such things as old APA mailings are being collected nowadays. Among the miscellaneous
zines, 1 turned up a set of EMBER 2-53 from 1946-4?, which was a bit of a jolt since I
hadn't realized Donn Brazier had been around that long. I think the set is complete,
but can't be sure, since the issues that were more than one page — EMBER was very fre
quent — weren't stapled to keep the pages together, and some weren't page-numbered,
let alone have the issue number on each sheet. (I even checked the Swisher-PavlatEvans FANZINE INDEX, but it lists only four widely scattered issues.) As soon as Fred
gets done with the Pacificon Report in #12-15, I may staple the whole megilia together.

— .1/12.: Elayne having decided to take the memory-training course, she took off right
UCLA at 5:00 for the class in Pasadena. I had dinner and made ray way to
the Wild Whist, via A Change of Hobbit bookstore (from which I managed to escape with
iunds intact, but only through a strong use of will power). Tonight's game was a conwvne?“^de special event’ and there were 51 tables all playing the same hands at the
Whist. The place was crawling with Life Masters, and all sections were seeded so the
LMs would be evenly scattered about the room. The hands were pre-dealt by a computer at
the national headquarters in Memphis, with the usual result for computer-dealt hands:
ungodly distributions. One such hand dealt East 7 hearts to the A-10, singleton A of
clu5s? singleton K of diamonds, four S to the A; his partner opens 1D, and they wind up
m oH,.going off 1 when S outh shows up with all four missing hearts, K-Jxx. It won't
make six of anything. And we turned up another 1-level contract doubled and set. East
opens 1H, Bob doubled, and it went P-P-P. I've got a doubleton A of spades, and 6 hearts
to the J. Off three for a tie for top (it happened several other times.) The final re
sults? Don't bother asking.

he mail included SPECTATOR 110, the SAPS 0-0, showing a continued attrition in
the memoership. I'm #1 on the WL, and will almost certainly be in by April. Total WL is
5, so anyone interested in rapid joining of an established APA can send $1 to Doreen
Webbert, 3925 W. Missouri Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85019 and get on the list.
23 JAN: Most of the LASFS meeting was taken up by a program on implantation of mechani
cal devices in the heart, a film-and-talk by Eph Konigsberg, so I hid out in
the library. Not until the meeting was abandoned to the program —— after which it is
almost impossible to call it back to order — was the information received that Mayne
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Vail Vogt (E. Mayne Hull) had died Monday of cancer.
The increase in required copies of APA L may yet be (a) regretted, and therefore (b)
repealed. It has lost us one of our Boston contributors already, and there are noises of
mutiny in the local ranks. A check of the distribution lists that Alderson maintains re
vealed that agents were picking up copies for people who hadn’t been either contributors
or attendees at meetings for months. Enforcement of some regulation that copies go to
contributors, attendees, and then to non-attending non-contributors if they have been
contributors during the past two weeks only will eliminate enough copies that the copy
count should be able to be lowered again.
24 JANi Called June Moffatt (Procedural Director) and Barry Gold (Procedural Treasurer)
to make a suggestion that should have been made Thursday night, if I'd been
thinking fast enough: that the LASFS Executive Committee authorize sending sympathy
flowers to Van. They agreed, and June suggested I take care of it. Discovered that all
florists around Granada Hills keep Bank Hours, and were closed by the time I got off
work. (Took care of it Saturday morning.)
Drew and I tried playing bridge at the Whist — a special Membership Game (all
players must have paid their 1975 dues to the ACBL) with tournament-style point awards.
They had 42 tables, and enough Life Masters to choke a Regional; Kerri Shumann and Ira
Cohen were just two of the ones in our 14-table section. Result: a Buchmanesque JO or
so under average. Worst part was not really knowing what we were doing wrong: I open 2H
(weak) on QJIOxxx plus AKx of clubs, and it goes JNT-P-P- ... no way to either bid again
or tell Drew not to lead a heart. So: P, and out comes a heart. Kerri ran all 1Jtricks,
in spades and diamonds plus 2 hearts. Or: I open 1S with AKQJxx, Jxx of hearts, Axx of
diamonds, K of clubs. It then goes 2NT (unusual NT, calling for her partner's best minor
suit)-P-JH (ignoring the request)-? I've got too many losers to jump to 4S, so I bid JS;
P-P-P, and the board comes down with AH, KD, and one spade. Making 5* l/we must need
more lessons or lots more practice, or both. But in the face of things I cancelled our
participation in a team game (with Bob Hollander and Barry Workman) for Sunday.

2J JAN: Mailed off a 14-page FAPAzine for the February mlg. First time in many years I
have been (a) a mlg. early in fulfilling requirements, and (b) more than a page
over the minimum. Even allowed the P.O. two weeks to get it to Walnut Creek.
Petard mee~ting at Moffatts turned out more guests than members, it seemed. Early
part of the evening was spent talking fangossip with Craig Miller and Milt Stevens; mid
evening was spent as part of a mobile conversation, the mobility being required to get
away from a more than slightly loaded Cora Burbee, who was cornering most any male in
the place to ask about his first lay — as material for an article she was writing.
Latter part of the evening we survivors listened to Phil Castora and Dave Locke tell of
some of the insanely humorous letters they get at their jobs, and related idiocies. I’ll
have to ask Phil if he thinks some of his stories will transcribe satisfactorily. (Dave
will want his for his own zine AWRY, probably.)
26 JAN: Went to the Golds' Fourth Sunday Party around J: 00, and spent most of the after
noon and evening (with a dinner break between sessions) playing Oh Hell. Barry
Gold made the first inroads on an APA L index by subject, going through my bound volume
of L 1-11. and getting into v.2 (L12-19) before time ran out. The indexing will be done
by having two independent indexers go through and note what each thinks worth including
(on the basis of "someone may want to look this up sometime"), then having a third per
son merge the lists. It'll be a long process, but L1-500 may get done in a year. Ook-ook.

28 JAN; Mail: FANTASIAE 11:12. This is the monthly newsletter of the Fantasy Associa
tion, and this issue includes the second part (out of j) of MZB's writeup of
her Darkover series, as well as the conclusion of an extensive review of her The Spell
Sword. There are other reviews, announcements, and discussions of various kinds of fan
tasy. Subscription rate is $4/12 issues, and also gets you membership in the Assn. (Box
24560, Los Angeles, CA 90024)
In an effort to get in some the practice suggested after Friday night's debacle, I
played bridge with Drew at the Whist. We got some gifts — at least twice our opponents
fouled up their bidding system and wound up in the wrong contract — but in general we
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seemed to be playing better. Had one nice hand: it goes P-P- in front of me, and I
open 1C. Dbl-P-1H- I'm sitting on 7C AKJxxxx, J10x of D, AH, xx S. Since we play a
system which calls for responder to bid any 4-card major, and Drew has passed the
takeout double, I figure him for no more than 5 in either major, and therefore prob
able J clubs, 4D or some such. I bid 5C. Dbl-P-P-P, and out comes the KH. Drew has
Qx C, KQxxx D, Qxxx S, xx H. I take the AH, club to the Q, club back, pulling all 4
trump outstanding. 10 D led, and the doubler leaps up with the A. Then she leads an
other H, probably so I can't discard hearts on the dummy's diamonds. She was most
unhappy when I ruffed, played DJ and small to the D KQx, pitching my spades and mak
ing 60 Seems the 1H bidder had 7H, but only A points, and the 5C bid shut everything
out. Drew and I came in second out of 14, missing first by 1 match point. 49 fractionals. Now if I'd just bid JNT instead of JD on one hand... or he had played the... .

50 JAN.:Hard on the heels of the December FANTASIAE comes the January issue, which con
cludes MZB's article on her Darkover stories, continues Ian Slater's survey of
"Fantasy in the Penguin Classics," and presents a review of Susan Cooper's The Dark
Is Rising. Current issues are available with membership in the Fantasy Association
(M/year (12 issues)); back issues are available for 35/ each. Box 24560, Los Angeles.
CA 90024.
’

Tom Whitmore's cultzine (DISPARITY OF THE LINEARITY, f/r 330.033, 1/26/75) re
prints The Chemistry of Copulation. VI. An Interpretation in Terms of the Activated
Stated Theory of Chemical Kinetics" from the Journal of Irreproducible Results v.4.
Otherwise it is of no particular interest to non-Cultists, and not much to Cultists.

I got to run the LASFS meeting, since Directrix June Moffatt warned me ahead of
time that she was feeling too sick to be there. Nothing of great moment was brought
up, and I finally turned the meeting over to the program — a LASFS version of the
TV game "Password" — and retreat to the back rooms.
„ .
^C? was somewhat unremarkable. Mike Glyer suggests that, if the schedule
01 Worldcon membership fees for Midamericon, as published by KARASS, is correct, it
might be both profitable and a service to fandom for LASFS (or any similar organiza
tion) to buy a block of memberships before 1 May (at 36) and hold them for people who
c.iscover at the last minute — after 1 Jan. 1976, when the fee goes to 325. — that
they want to go to the con. They could sell the memberships at something like 315 and
make a profit while saving the buyer a good chunk of money. This would accomodate
new fans who come into fandom in early 1976 and want to go to the Worldcon, older
fans who discover at the last minute that they can go, and fans who acquire a nonmemoer spouse (or.reasonable substitute) in early 1976. A block of 20 or 25 member
ships should suffice for one area's needs. (I suppose individuals as well as clubs
could.try investing in such memberships — it's sort of like trading in Worldcon Mem
bership^ stocks.j I suppose a real killing might be made by reselling advance membershipo ac the door, since the announced price is 350.00 for memberships bought at that
time. One could buy a block of ten at $6, resell at the door?for $40 each, and pay
for your convention expenses that way... .
, ,
Crayne suggests that my New Year's Eve Party report, which I ran through
aPA L 506, could be read to the effect of my calling our hosts, the Nivens, social
climbers. This is, of course, ridiculous: I am quite able to tell the climbers from
the climbees. (Dian was kidding, but just in case someone else gets the idea... .)
As a preliminary to the 7th Ellik-Jacobs Memorial Wine & Cheese Party to be held
Saturday, Marc Schirmeister brought a bottle of homemade wine for the Money Gouge and
Jack Harness bought it for some miniscule sum and donated it to the party. (He also
contributed a bottle of Merrydown gooseberry wine.) In the tradition of Elliot Wein
stein's contribution of 1972— "Chateau Weinstein Rouge" (which was actually drinkable
no matter how much it served as a butt for jokes then and since) — this was christened
Chateau Schirmeister 1'Orange. Several unkind types added "d'Mciuton Dippe," but we ig
nored them.
The 31st passed uneventfully in preparation for the party...about which more next time.

jJisCon-tenuous Repor
The Second Discon Expedition got under way at 10:00 p.m. Friday, 23 August 1974.
Like the First Expedition, it included the Elephant, an attached female, and two ex
traneous males. But there the similarities end. In 19&3, the Dammit (a Corvair station
wagon) had taken the northern route (Utah, Minnesota, Ohio); this time the Red Ox (a
Ford van) went the middle route (Arkansas, Virginia). In 1963 the personnel had been
Dian Girard, Fred Patten, and Ted Johnstone; this time it was Elayne, Drew Sanders,
and Glenn Mitchell. It is definitely an improvement to have yk drivers instead of
2+1/z+/, but I'm not sure whether having someone who automatically’ heads for the local
Big Boy eatery, no matter what it's called, is better than having someone who argues
with a clerk at a Dairy Queen snack shop about the exact number of ounces difference
between the 15/ and 20/ drinks. Everyone to their own quirks, I suppose. It might have
helped if we could have decided what kind of an animal Glenn was, since the rest of
us have totems. He tends to remind me of a marmoset, but I haven't suggested it to him.
(Drew is a Snake; he crawls under whatever cover is available and sleeps a lot. Elayne
has been a Spryngbok for years, and I've been an Elephant for even more years.)

I took the first stint of driving, and we were halfway down the Golden State Free
way when a muttered "Oh, shit I" from Drew revealed the first forgotten items — he'd
left his sunglasses and driving gloves in his car, parked back at the Tower. We bar
relled relentlessly onward.

Drew drove the graveyard shift, and, making horrible vampire-like noises when the
sun came up directly in front of him, turned over to Glenn somewhere in Western Ari
zona, after which he proceeded to estivate. The rest of us elected to go see Meteor
Crater — something I'd wanted to do every time I drove past it on some cross-country
trip or other, but never had the time or cooperative interest. Leaving the Snake to
guard the Ox, we paid our $1.50 and went to look at the Big-Hole-in-the-Ground. Glenn
and I took some photos, we listened to the taped lecture on the theories and explora
tions in the crater, and Elayne rampaged around the pathways for a while. (One can
climb to the bottom of the crater, but they don't recommend the practice, since it is
60 storeys deep, and quite difficult to climb in a few spots.) We then went through
the museum and gift shop and hit the road again.
We made a brief stop at the Petrified Forest/Painted Desert information center,
but the driving tour would have taken too long, so we didn't try it.

None of the coffee shops in the Denny's chain are particularly worthwhile, but the
one in Tucumcari, NM, is especially unrecommended. It had almost no service, and in
credibly bad food — soupy tapioca pudding and desiccated cream pie, for instance.
Even Ed Buchman, Mr. Putridity himself, would hate it.

It was raining Saturday night from eastern NM through the Texas panhandle and into
Oklahoma. The absolutely flat plains we drove through gave the lightning a chance to
create one of the most impressive shows I've seen in quite some time. 36O'’ screens,
lit up with cloud-to-earth bolts on every side. Really beautiful. (There was one ob
jection to the show; it appears Spryngboks don't like lightning storms overly well.)
Gas prices started out atrociously high: 68.9 for
then proceeded to get lower: 61.7 in Ashfork, AZ, 52.9
Edgewood, NM. After that they bounced around from 49.9
nessee. (There was never a problem finding an open gas

regular in Ludlow, GA. But they
in Gallup, NM, and 48.9 in
to 57.9 as we headed into Ten
station.)

We got into Nashville Sunday evening, had dinner at Shoney's (the local Big Boy,
of course), and headed for the Motel 6 — the only one in Tennessee, according to the
1973 directory we had with us. Showers, beds, and air-conditioning are easily worth
$3.60 each after several days on the road.
The pool at the motel had been closed when we arrived, but I was determined to
make use of it before we left, so while the others were attempting to figure out if
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they were awake yet I splashed around, a while. Apparently all the other motel guests
left well before the noon checkout time, as the pool area was deserted, and the parking
lot al most empty. Probably a good thing, as far as the pool went -- more than three
people in there and you wouldn't have room to swim. Eventually Elayne and Glenn got
Drew up and me cut of the pool, and we trundled off for some touristing.
In looking over maps of the area, Elayne had spotted a Historical Site called
the "Sam Davis Home," just south of Nashville. Though her first expressed comments in
dicated that she had Sam confused with Jeff, she persevered and eventually discovered
that Sam was a kind of local hero, a Civil War equivalent of Nathan Hale. He had oper
ated as a Scout in the Nashville-Chattanooga area, got caught with incriminating docu
ments, and, at the age of 21, was hanged for refusing to divulge their source. So we
went to the Sam Davis Home.
When we drove up on this Monday morning, there was only one car parked in the
drive. Drew and Glenn weren't interested, so Elayne and I walked up the tree-lined
approach to the front door and rang the bell. In a few minutes, a guy came around the
cornei- of the house and headed for the other car, and a very nice L.C.L. (bridge term:
Little Old Lady) opened the front door. For the $1 admission each, we got to see a
good example of an antebellum Southern home, with much of the furnishings original, and
all authentic period. I sometimes get impressed by strange things: a patchwork quilt;
trundle beds; and especially a bannister, handcarved from wild cherrywood and beauti
fully put together with pegs. The grounds include the house gardens, the cemetary
(where Sam and various relatives are buried), the usual gift shop, and a museum. The
latter has a tape-recorded story of Sam, and a large amount of Civil War artifacts -
guns and swords, uniforms, flags, newspapers, letters. The recording -- and Sam's
story in general, for that matter -- tends to be somewhat tacky. But Patriotism is
very much out of style these days, and Nathan Hale types are apt to be considered
somewhat retarded. Nevertheless, what he did was important enough to be recognized by
the State of Tennessee, in addition to the people in his own locale. A statue of Sam
stands in the state capital. That should indicate the magnitude of what he did.
Our next step was at Fort Nashborough, in the middle of Nashville -- the origi
nal settlement area, according to the AAA guidebook. The stop, however, was brief -
the book didn't advise us that the place was closed on Mondays. So we followed the
traffic -- and a particularly pungent truckload of hogs -- through the downtown area
to The Parthenon. This is an exact copy of the original Greek Parthenon, down to the
semi-complete statuary. It was built for a centennial celebration some years ago, in
the middle of a very pleasant park (which also includes a small version of L.A.'s
Travel Town: an airplane, a streetcar, and a train, for kids to play on.) The Parthe
non also serves as a museum for a collection of American Indian artifacts (some local,
some a donated collection of Mexican pieces), and an art gallery. We wandered around
until they were ready to close, then set out eastward again. We would have liked to
have seen The Hermitage, Jackson's home, but it closed too early, and would have taken
several hours to do justice to it. Next time, maybe. We made various obscene gestures
toward "Opryland" (a Dizzylandish place based on Nashville's country music fame, es
pecially the Grand 01' Opry) as we drove past the Interstate exit that led to it.

We turned off the Interstate a few miles short of Knoxville, and went north to
Oak Ridge. We were just in time to get a midnight dinner, as the last few businesses
started to pull in their sidewalks. Then we drove to the Atomic Energy Museum parking
lot and attempted to get some sleep. But even with Glenn staying in the cab area of
the Ox, which he thought would be more comfortable, the rest of us found the back of
the van more than slightly uncomfortable, and by dawn we weren't the most rested group
there could have been. Next time I drive cross-country, if I can't afford motels all "
the way I'll at least plan ahead enough to write for fan-space in the areas we plan
to hit. Of course, if I could have even found Heiskell on the map... . In the morning
we found a tire had decided to go flat, so the Ox limped across the street to a serv
ice station. A nail was extracted and sealer put in, and the tire gave no further
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trouble for the rest of the trip. (One day after we returned to Los Angeles, though,
it blew out on the Santa Monica Freeway, catching me without my AAA membership card.)
When the museum opened, the three tourists went in, leaving the Snake in his
usual state and location. We wandered around, pushed buttons on various exhibits that
Did Things, followed a Programmed Learning course on government-and-energy, and joined
an audience to watch a film on atomic energy for desalting sea water and furnishing
electricity to coastal areas. After the film, one of the staff gave a talk which was
followed by a Q&A period. He got zapped several times by very knowledgeable questions
from the audience -- thermal pollution, security and safety at atomic plants, etc.
Later on the tour, they demonstrated the use of waldoes, and I was tempted to ask the
demonstrator if he knew where the things got their name, but I didn't. Instead I went
in and talked business with one of the boss-types, to see if there was a way to get
the UCLA Engineering Library put on the list of depositories for the technical re
ports the Oak Ridge National Laboratory turns out. No go; they've cancelled the Depos
itory Library system, and you have to ask for the reports individually. Oh, well. At
least I could check Tuesday off as Professional Activity if I wanted to, and not have
to take it as Vacation time. (I didn't bother, once I got back, but I could have.)

From Oak Ridge we went south toward the Chattanooga area, to Ruckaleechee Caves.
Once again the three tourists went touristing. Glenn, a geology major, was interested
in the caves from a professional viewpoint. I'm an old-time spelunker from back in my
college years, and commercial caves are a bit tame, but I hadn't been caving in 15
years, so... . Elayne had never been in a cave, but was interested in seeing some.
(She's more of an agoraphobe than a claustrophobe.) Tuckaleechee is a fairly recent
commercialization, and still somewhat primitive, which was fine with me. The guide
took us a quarter-mile downstream in the cave, pointing out formations and other in
teresting items along the underground river, then we came back and he took us about
the same distance upstream. It was a very attractive cave, and well worth the fee,
but I had one complaint: the guide (and, I therefore assume, the management) cared
nothing about the cave floor being littered with cigarette butts. The guide himself
tossed away a still-lit butt into a small pool of water on the floor. I photographed
it, and the shot came out quite clearly, so I may send a copy and note to the Assn,
of Commercial caves (or somesuch title). I'm not sure Tuckaleechee is a member, but
the association does exist, and it should be made aware of some conservation needs.
From the Knoxville area we headed north toward Virginia, over a stretch of road
where the Interstate isn't yet complete, and the semis thunder past you in their
southbound lane as you try to find enough rccm to pass other semis in your north
bound lane. It rained a bit, but nothing too fierce, and we entually linked up with
Interstate 81.

We had dinner in Wytheville, Virginia, a small town whose claim to fame was
that Mrs. Woodrow Wilson had been born there. The food at Durham's Restaurant was
quite edible, and the prices reasonable, so we would be quite willing to go there
again. After dinner, with Drew at the wheel, we pushed north again, and pulled in, a
little after midnight, at the Rockingham Motel in Harrisonburg, VA., just off 1-81
before the turnoff to Luray and points east. There are no Motel 6's in the entire
state of Virginia, but the Rockingham had a l|-room arrangement for $18 for the four
of us, which was adequate. (Besides, their vending machines were less expensive.)

Wednesday morning, three of us got up and started repacking things in the Ox.
Eventually, we even got the Snake up, though he was in a bad mood, possibly because
we'd made him stop driving at midnight, after only four hours or so. He crashed in the
Ox, and we headed for Luray and its caverns.
The Luray Caverns are very commercial, with a $U entrance fee, and a souvenir
shop almost as big as the caverns themselves. (Plus a Historical Automobile Museum
open only to those who buy a ticket to the caverns.) Even so, it's worth the $U.OO.
Some of the rooms in the caverns are enormous, some of the formations quite beautiful,
and the L.O.L. guide quite delightful. (She told parents point-blank to keep their
kids with them, as she didn't want them wandering around up front with her.) One of
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the main features is the Stalacpipe Organ, with stalactites used for resonators of the
notes, being hit by electrically—triggered hammers when their tones are needed. The org
an can be played either from the keyboard, if there is an organist available, or from a
sort of organ roll, like the old piano rolls. We got to hear it from the organ roll only.
After the tour I blew in close to $10. on souvenirs and junk for various people __ in
cluding a charm for Elayne's collection, a souvenir spoon for my daughter Cecy's collec
tion, a set of playing cards for my collection, and a recording of the Stalacpipe Organ.
Odd notes: The Luray Caverns are in a mountain range called the Massanutten Mount
ains; they appear to live up to their name. The caverns include a wishing-well affair
which is run for various charities. Every several years the cavern operators clear it
out and give the money to some charity or other, such as the American Cancer Society. The
last time it was cleared, after a 5-year period, it yielded over $40,000.00. That's a
lot of wishing,... .

We stopped at one of the roadside stands for some cider, leaving fairly quickly so
as to not get ill at the 3-dimensional glow-in-the-dark religious pictures featured prom
inently among the tourist crud. Dinner was in Manassas, after an exploration of a reason
able-size shopping mall — almost as good as one of the southern California ones! Then
we set off to find a laundramat somewhere, since clean clothes were becoming a problem,
and there would certainly be no time to do them after we hit Washington. We finally found
one, just west of tails Church, and just before we had to turn onto the Interstate that
circles D.C. It had started to rain as we drove into the area, so we either sat in the
laundramat and read, or stayed in the Ox to get some rest, instead of exploring the area
while the machines whirled. At one point, while Drew and I were in the Ox, a lightning ”
bolt was followed very closely by the crack of thunder, and we leaked up the street to
see sparks coming from a' telephone pole's wires, about 100 feet away. It's just as well
Elayne couldn t see it from the laundramat. When the laundry was finished, around 11:00,
we found our way to the Interstate, and eventually to Connecticut Avenue and the Hotel
Sheraton Park.

Our reservations were to begin Thursday, but we had no problem advancing them to
^ednesday night, so the four of us crashed in our room amidst piles of luggage and misc
ellaneous junk. In the morning the other two moved to their own rooms.
Elayne wanted to see Washington Thursday before the con really got going, but as I
had warned her, once I hit the con hotel I didn't want to leave except for mills. So she
went to
varioul
arious
be open

oee whom she could inveigle into going touristing with her. Alan Frisbie apoeared
faminar t67
1
the reSistration area talking to the
familiar types that wandered through. Neither the art show nor the huxters would
to the public until Friday.
nuxters would

Un® Ti^ reglstr'at^on bines were fairly long
lines for
preregistered
members,’ ?ne f°r neW
tickPt"
OrfSr
er?\Si ere^memberS
tickets. (Eventually, there was also one for
banquet ticket station, I greeted the Discon

Thursday through Saturday, even with two
merabers’ and a separate one for banquet
voting memberships in the 1976 con ) At tbp
Treasurer, Bill Evans, who immeliaiely in-

Why dlf you dr°P FaPA?" I told him I hadn't dropped, and discovered he'd never
eived my posumailing back m May. And though he usually inquires of apparent dropouts
as to whether they were actually dropping, he hadn't done so this time because of the
press of Discon work. So I'd been dropped as of the August mailing, which hadn't yet ap
peared when we left Los Angeles (or when we got to D.C., for that matter.) However, Bill
_
, perhaps 0E Gregg ^alkins would catch the mistake and reinstate me. [(He did, since
his copy and the 3 extras for the 0E arrived safely; thanks, Gregg-J p twitted b^X
taking on another con treasurer job after all the years of work as FAPA Sec-Treas and the
| could
t1°ld hl™ Z’d Send a rePlacement C(W of my postmailing as soon as
I could find it. tit took several months, but did get sent,]

. +:/nT'LSpare raomentJ 1 tackled the hotel management about an unpaid bill for their ad
,^ft?q^AC0T1 Pr°eram B°°k* Z’d brought the original of the bill they'd been sent in Ang
st 1973, plus a copy of the PB, and, after consulting their files, they couldn't find6
any record of payment. They'd take care of it if I came back Friday. (When Friday came,
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I didn't have time to get to the offices before they closed, and they didn't open over
the weekend, but on Tuesday they duly settled up.)
People met: Freff, bouncing gleefully about, having been accepted by the Ringling
Clown College. Wendy Fletcher Pini, whose husband Richard has apparently got used to the
fact that all sorts of people greet her with considerable affection. Jay Kay Klein, FGoH,
taking stereo photos of everything, to bring out a stereo CONVENTION ANNUAL similar to ’
those he issued on the early and mid-sixties cons. And, to quote Dorothy Parker, "after
that I always get them all mixed up." The con became a kaleidoscope as far as whom I met
when and what was said where and why. From here on we work by general subject and only
occasionally timebind.

Eating places were fairly easy to find in the Connecticut Ave. area within a few
blocks of the hotel. The small folder put out by the concom, listing such places, was
very.useful. The cheapest was the People's Drug Store lunch counter, but by Friday even
ing it was out of commission — the clerks had all walked out. We considered the possi
bility that such fannish traits as low (or non-) tipping and general rudeness might be
responsible, but nothing was definitely established. The delicatessen was also heavily
patronized,. and we went to the small Chinese restaurant several times. We also ate Indi
an and Italian once each, which is more than we ate in the hotel eating establishments.
The latter were bad enough if you only considered price, but they also got a bad name
early in the con, from extremely bad service.
The Ranquet, now in its third year, after being established in 1972 as a protest
against high-priced Banquets at the Worldcons, was held at a MacDonald’s about half a
mile away. It attracted JO idiots in addition to its organizer, Elliot Weinstein. The
place didn't really know what hit them, and with luck, they'll never find out. I went as
Ranquet jGoH and held a Money Gouge (auction; LASFS has called small auctions "Money
Gouges" since I started doing them almost every week as The Committee to Gouge Money Out
oi the LASFS, since they could then be held under Committlee Reports) as my part of the
program. The Hogu Awards were almost as tedious as the Hugos this year, but the Male
Chauvenist Pig Award, which went to John Norman for his Gor books, was delightfully pre
sented (in absentia, of course), and should be continued, since there are certainly
other worthy recipients.
We didn't go to the Banquet — for the price of one ticket we could both eat at one
of the better restaurants in the area. We weren't even planning to go hear the Hugo
Awards, but everyone else had apparently decided to do so, and all other activity had
come to a creeping halt. So we filtered into the back of the balcony to listen (it was
too far to try to look also.) There were few surprises, and only one real grotch: the
issuing of a Special Hugo. That Chesley Bonestell is quite deserving of a Special Award,
there is no denying. But he should not have been given a Hugo by convention committee
fiat. The rules under which the con was supposedly being held — after all, they did
publish them in both a Progress Report and in the Program Book — include, under Section
2, dealing
with the awarding of Hugos, 2.1J; "The name and design shall not be extended
to any other award whatsoever." Previous sections delineate the Hugo Awards, all of which
are to be voted on by the convention members. If Discon wanted to give Bonestell a Hugo,
they should have invented a category he'd be certain to win, and placed it on the ballot.
(From the reported reaction of Bonestell to receiving a Hugo at all., Discon should have
saved its energy and money.)

The business meeting was mostly concerned with the approval of a new set of rules,
worked, out by a committee chaired by George Scithers. These were first introduced at a
preliminary business meeting Saturday morning. Scithers was the only member of his com
mittee present to discuss the rules,which were fussed over, and a few amendments offered.
The amendments, and the rules themselves, were sent to the main business meeting. (The
Scithers Committee included Jack Chalker and Chuck Crayne, and maybe one or two others.)
At the business meeting itself, the rules were hassled over in general and finally passed
substantially as presented. I wasn't there. I am giving up caring very much what the bus
iness meeting does about the rules for the Worldcon, as it never seems to matter very
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much. The concerns ignore any regulation they don't want to follow, and/or the next busi
ness meeting changes the rules again and obliterates the changes made the year (or two)
before. And there is no way to enforce any of the rules; public opinion is so ephemeral
as to be worthless as a means of doing so. The only thing a concom actually has to do
is to hold the con. If they don't do that, the members could sue for refund of member
ship fees. Otherwise, said members are just there for the ride, no matter how noisy they
may make it. (They may, of course, decline to ride in the same carraige next time... .)
Which brings up the site selection process. I went to Discon convinced from the
hotel brochures that Kansas City had the best bid. I had nothing for or against any of
the bidding committees as people, and I don't vote for a city as a city, (if I did, New
Orleans would have won my vote point-blank.) I took the set of three hotel brochures
with me and talked with various undecided voters to suggest they vote for KC. I went to
the New Orleans bidding party, and listened to John Guidry talk of what he wanted to do
for the con if N.O. won; it was the biggest bunch of High Hopes I've heard in ages, and
though I'm sure John sincerely believes he could do it, I'd not bet a plugged Rasbucknik
that 20 percent would come off. Then I went to the KC party, where their hotel had sent
a representative to answer questions (and serve as bartender for the party). Ken Keller
had already told me, confidentially, since I was already supporting KC, who the Guest
of Honor and Fan Guest of Honor were. And some holes began to appear in the KC bid as
far as I was concerned. The hotel couldn't guarantee the room rates until 1975. The hot
el didn't have ice machines on the sleeping room floors for parties -- just one big one
in the basement. (A minor point, admittedly.) The hotel did not have free parking. And
by Saturday morning, all sorts of people had heard that Heinlein was to be KC's GoH;
someone on the committee was leaking the information like a seive. That deducted a
point from KC for Ethics, to me. And it brought up another problem. I like Robert
Heinlein very much, and I like his works very much. And the last time we spoke, he
liked me. But he has been GoH at two worldcons already, and there are other pros who
also deserve the honor who have not been GoH even once -- Williamson, Wollheim, Niven,
Ellison, Bradbury, even! And there is only one worldcon per year. I simply cannot ap->
prove of a committee selecting a third-time GoH. So I dithered about voting for the
'?6 site. And I talked with other undecided types. And finally, Saturday night in the
Orlando-in-'77 suite, we set up a comparison chart on the bids, getting Frierson of New
Orleans, Hevelin of the KC committee, and a femme from the Columbus committee whose
name I aon t remember, to give us data we didn't have. The results looked like this:
KANSAS CITY
NEW ORLEANS
COLUMBUS
HOTEL:
,p
Sleeping rooms
700 of 750
800 of 1,000
35C of 385 (/43O)
ca. 44,000 ft.2
Function rooms
ca. 44,000 ft.2
needs 2 hotels
Parking
$2.5O/day
free
free
Age & structure
older
new (2 yr)
6 yr?
Ice machines
1: basement
each floor
each floor
rates
to be determnd
$26 max dbl;
$24 sgl Sheraton;
$22 max sgl.
1975
$19 sgl Twon Hse
elevators
4; /5 serv, 1 frt.
6
6; /1 freight
COMMITTEE:
new; 3 regnl cons
scattered; 3 rgnl
established; 7 rgnl
cons
cons; 3 co-chmn

AREA EATERIES:

24-hr. across street

24-hr across st.

7

CITY:

tourism: neg. factor

tourism: pos, fctr

tourism: neg. fctr

LEGAL PROBLEMS?

Sun. liq. Laws; sales sales tx 4^; liq.
tax 4°/o?; union :0
at 18, 24hr 7day

sales tx 4%

Putting together the plusses and minuses for the bids (including the minus on KC
for Ethics) was a bitch.' By Sunday morning, when the site selection session was held,
I'd finally made up my mind: I voted for New Orleans. It was a futile effort; KC had,
in effect, won on the mail ballot. Only an overwhelming majority against them at the'
con itself could have beaten them. But maybe we have learned a thing or two this time:
get all the facts of a bid before the mail ballot goes out, and publicize them. And per
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haps get some agreement among the bidders to have the results of the mail ballot made
known to the bidders before the con at which the site will be chosen. If there is an
overwhelming majority on the mail ballot, it will give the other committees a chance
to cut their losses and save the money they would otherwise waste trying to garner
votes at the con. (Both New Orleans and Columbus had been told, "unofficially" that
the mail ballot voting was "close,," It wasn't; it was a landslide for KC.)

Elayne and I had both brought costumes for the masquerade, though both were reruns.
She brought her South Wind costume from Westercon 1973, and I brought the Barquentine
rig from Westercon 1967: this time, I was going to do the thing right. The first time,
it had a major error — Barquentine (from Titus Groan) didn't have one good leg and a
withered, nonfunctional one, he had only one leg, and it was withered, though still
functional. I used the same ragged, shoddy tunic; ditched the wig and greyed up my hair
as cruddy as possible; took the old crutch, wrapped it in strips of sheeting and crudded
it up with dirt and brown paint; and tied up my right leg with a pair of belts. The
left leg has a start on looking withered, as a result of an accident years ago, so I
continued the process with some collodion and more brown paint. A different cruddylooking book and some different chains for both book and waist, and the same schtick:
Ted Johnstone's parody of "Camelot" (the title song) to "Gormenghast," and the Master
of Ritual was ready to go on stage.
First, however, there were many other presentations — including a 10-minute copy
ing of the "Off To See the Wizard" routine from "The Wizard of Oz," which was quite un
original, and very boring. The stage for the masquerade had only one ramp, which they
used for the exit, not the entrance. I think it would have been better the other way,
because going up stairs is generally more difficult than going down them, when one has
locomotion problems with a costume, because gravity aids the latter. But with the help
of several steadying hands, Barquentine stumped on stage, clumping his crutch and snarl
ing at anyone and everyone. He rasped out the parody, glared at the audience, and
stumped off again, stopping for the four or five photo areas on the way back around
through the corridor to the staging room.

There were a horrendous number of costumes, both with and without presentations. I
sneaked back to our room to get my glasses so I could see some of them, and most were
quite good. The judges finally went off for the preliminary deliberations, and the in
terim was filled by bagpipers and a guitar-playing nurse. (I understand Ted Johnstone
was to have led some filksinging, but no one had remembered to get him a guitar.) I
spent some time figuring out what I'd do if I got a second run-through, and managed to
cook up another short parody that would fit in. Wasted effort; the second run-throughs
were done without presentations. But I did get called. At the end of these, the judges
again retired, and the guitar-playing nurse came back for a very long gig. (I regret
being unable to remember her name, but much credit is due her for keeping the audience
from getting restless as long as she did. Even with hex- best efforts, though, it took
so long to judge that mass of costumes that the crowd was getting very itchy by the
time the judges came back. Barquentine got Honorable Mention as Best Individual Presen
tation, and out of that many excellent costumes I am happy to have got that. Not satis
fied, of course, but happy, anyway. (The judges gave one Award and one Honorable Men
tion in each of about eight categories.) I could quibble with some of the choices —
especially that ghodawful Ozdreck group — but Judges are Judges, and this group had
a hell of a hard job.
•
,
For a number of years, concerns have been talking about regulating the masquerade
more stringently, and I think it's time they really did so. KC would be wellL-advised
to ask a committee to study the problem, including on it such people as Flieg Hollander
and George Scithers, who have probably run more masquerades between them than any other
pair of fans, plus someone to represent the costume makers and wearers (perhaps one of
the Stopas — I see Joni is in charge of the KC masquerade), someone to represent the
photographers (Eney?) and someone from the KC concom who knows the hotel facilities
thoroughly, I would make a few suggestions: Have presentations limited to 3 minutes max
imum, and advertise the fact in advance. (At the 3-minute limit, a staff member chases
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the offender offstage with a foolstick or the vaudeville hook.)Prejudging should actu
ally eliminate the non-costumes from judging, saving them for a walk-across during the
judges' deliberations and thus killing two birds with one stone.

Several good points of the Discon masquerade: they had a place for the costume
entrants to sit and watch the other costumes; they had well-defined photoareas set up
and divided by type of photography; most of the crew running the show knew what they
were doing, even if the communication among them was occasionally lacking.

Art Show bidoffs are sometimes interesting as arenas for psychological study. In
a way, they pit the artists' representatives ("Management," or "Show Directors" or
whatever) against the buyers. The former are trying to get as much as possible for
each piece of art; the latter are trying to get what they want as cheap as possible.
The former are hampered by lack of time, since there are large numbers of pieces to
be bid on during a relatively short span, and the latter are constrained both by lack
of time -- there are lots of other things they want to do at the con, even on the last
day or so -- and the competition from other bidders. Even the timing of the auction of
certain pieces is a psychological guessing game. Do you, as M nagement, put up the
most popular stuff early, while the Big Time Spenders have all their money, and hope
to get reasonably good prices from the Little Timers for the almost-best, as Consola
tion Prizes when they get outbid on the Best? Or do you assume that the Best will al
ways get Top Price, and auction the lesser stuff first to get the auction going? How
many Big Timers will have to leave early, if the auction goes on too long? As a Buyer,
do you wait for the One Big Item you want most of all or settle for several of the Almosts? Can you get it cheaper by bidding it up dollar by dollar, or by jumping to a
reasonable limit early to freeze others out? Can you bid up the Moneybags type who
appears to want your #1 Choice on several others so he may go broke before that one
comes up?
The bidoff at Discon was split between Sunday and Monday mornings, and colored
stickers had been placed on the bid sheets to indicate which art would go on which
day. Of the Sunday material, I was interested in one or two of the Kirks, and some
what interested in a Wendy Fletcher Pini, but I was quite sure all of them would go
beyond my limits. I was quite correct. Elayne was interested in one of Fran Evans's
rings, but ven with her limit stretched beyond what she first planned, the bidding
disappeared into the upper reaches, and she had to give up on it before it reached
the voice bid. We wandered around the show Sunday morning early, looking at other
possibilities, and discovered a batch of very good astronomical paintings by one
William Dixon of Philadelphia. We'd never heard of him, and apparently no one else
had, either, as there was little bidding on his works, which were quite good. One
spaceship-and-stars painting, about 20"x2h", had no bid at all, so, after checking
to make sure Elayne also liked it, I waited until written bids were being closed off
and wrote in the minimum bid. Bob Pavlat, director of the Discon Art Show, swooped
past, he marked it sold, and I carted it off.
The Monday bidoff was another story. There was a Barr color prelim for The Hid
den World that I especially wanted if I could get it for any reasonable price7~soT
waited through the first hour or so of the auction until it showed up. The written
bid was only my minimum of $35, over which someone immediately bid $L0. At that point
I bid $75 and everyone chickened out. Thank goodness. Any overcall would have taken
it, as that was my limit. We happily trundled it off, along with a Healey nametag
that Elayne bought for minimum. Some other time I'll find a Kirk entry that my taste
and my pocketbook can agree on.
Somewhere along the line we wound up discussing the concept of different levels
of convention-goers, from a financial viewpoint. State 1 would be the fan on a shoe
string budget, sharing a room with as many people as possible to cut costs, eating
at fast-food places if at all. Stage 2 would be the fan who shares a room with per
haps one other, can afford to eat in coffee shops and nearby reasonably-priced rest
aurants, and has some money for the huxter room, even if not a lot. Stage 3 can af
ford his own room, can eat in restaurants whenever he likes as long as the prices
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aren't too ungodly, and can afford the banquet, some art at auction, and a fair
amount of huxter material. Stage 4 is the first that can fly to the con without real
ly thinking about the cost, can buy most everything he wants at a con and eat where
ver he wishes to, and can throw a party if he feels like it. Stage 5 is Larry Niven.
(We figure we're about Stage 3 at this point, with about a year or two to Stage 4.
But we may have defined the stages inaccurately or be mistaken in our self-estimate,
so... .). Transport to the con goes by the stages, too: Stage 1 hitches; 2 carpools;
3
flies (at some financial pain); 4 flies or takes the train.

Vie went to several parties during the con, besides the aforementioned bidding
parties. There were other bidding parties (Orlando in '77; New York in '77; Boston in
’80). There was the ongoing Aussiecon party, to which we did not get, regretfully.
(I was supposed to deliver a stack of the Moffatts' TAFF report to Peter Weston, and
it was never mutually convenient until the last night of the con --at which time I
remembered I was also supposed to try huxtering a stack of the reports. I managed to
sell off about 30 Monday night just in the lobby and at parties, and to lumber Rich
ard Harter with the remainder to take to Boston and sell for TAFF. ) Most of late
Monday night, which started with an Eney party (it featured a good wine selection but
an inadequate people selection, since I knew most of them too well already and pre
ferred to spend time with people I didn't know that well...yet), was spent at a Fred
Isaacs party, talking to Boston fans and D.C. fans (who fulfill the above requirement
quite nicely). It/we didn't last long enough.

Neither did the con.

***
***
***
***
***
Glenn Mitchell was flying back to L.A., so we were short one driver and a 4th
cost-splitter for the return trip. After asking various others whether they were in
terested, we gave up and put a note on the already crowded bulletin board Monday eve
ning. Tuesday morning the phone woke me up, and a prospective rider asked if he
could go part way for part cost. Since he could drive, I told him we would prefer
someone going all the way to L.A., but would call him back if no one else showed. Ten
minutes later Don Keller of Baltimore knocked on the door, and we had our fourth.
We checke out of our room and Drew checked out of his, and the three of us set
off for some touristing of D.C. The damn one-way street system almost did us in,
but eventually we got to the Washington Monument. We took the elevator to the top,
since they no longer let anyone walk up the stairs, and I clicked off various photos
in spite of the overcast day. Then Elayne and I walked down the stairs, reading all
the plaques on the way. I have no idea why one is permitted to walk down but not up
the stairs, unless they're worried about heart attacks only in the one direction.
When Dian and I were there in 1963, we walked both ways in the thing. I suppose a
determined collector of Things-I-Have-Climbed could take the elevator up, walk down,
walk back up again without going into the front foyer, and take the elevator down.
The Lincoln Memorial came next, then the Jefferson Memorial. (Elayne had never
been to D.C. before.) As we walked up the stairs of the Jefferson Memorial, we met
Karel Thole walking down. He was having a great time, being a taxicab tourist and
seeing all the tourist sights. We said we'd see him again in Melbourne, and went on.

We consulted a watch, the guidebook, and a map, and decided that we had just
about enough time to get to one historic house before they started closing down the
tourist part of Washington. We zoomed down Constitution Ave., stopped for only one
red light --at which time a cab pulled up on our left, and I looked down and said
another ''Hello, Goodby!'' to Karel -- and got to the Decatur House by quarter to four.
One of the two L.O.L.s in residence took us on the tour, which both of us enjoyed.
Quite a few of the furnishings are the originals, bought back or donated back after
having been sold on the auction block after Decatur was killed. The rest are all
authentic Period, of course. We were the last tour before closing. As we left, we
thumbed our noses at the Garage across the Mall, then climbed back into the Ox and
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scuttled back to the Sheraton to pick up Don Keller.
On the Sunday of the con, I had received a note from the hotel switchboard that
a call had come in for me from my cousin Jane, and it gave a number to call back. I
wondered briefly what she was doing in D.C., but since she and her husband live in
Richmond, it wasn't too farfetched an idea that she'd be there and see the newspaper
report on the con. I tried to return the call. I tried again in another hour or so.
At last I had a brainstorm and put through a call to that number in Richmond. Voila!
The Richmond Times-Dispatch had run a short article in their Sunday edition, which
she had seen. It didn't give the hotel name, but she phoned around until she found
the right one. The upshot was an invitation for the lot of us to stop by their home
on the way back. I did some fast calculations and accepted. It would avoid another
night at hotel rates, and the same average of driving speed we had done on the way
to D.C. would then put us at the right place at the right time: about 9:00 a.m. in
Altus, Arkansas. (Don't worry about it; wait a few paragraphs.) Besides, my great
Aunt Violet, recently moved to Richmond from St. Petersburg and temporarily staying
with her daughter (Jane), would never forgive me if I got that close without stopping.
When we got to Richmond it was raining, a steady soaking downpour I am no long
er used to. (I grew up in New Jersey.) Jane brought out the station wagon to lead the
Ox from the rendezvous to her home. After a mad dash from the Ox to the front porch
we went through the amenities, dried off a bit, and sat down to a very welcome dinner
oi fried chicken. Aunt Vi was on her relatively good behavior, with only a limited
amount of fussing over or about Elayne, and only a few references to things I had
done as a pre-teen. (Vi, Jane, and her husband Benny are the first of my relatives
to meet Elayne, as my mother wasn't able to come out to the wedding. I'd love to "
see Vi's next letter to my mother.)

After dinner we sat and blathered a while, talking of relatives, dogs, cats, and
even bridge -- at 82, Vi has taken up the game, albeit somewhat cautiously. Elayne
brought out her needlework, and I hauled out the rug I've been working on since
April. (I'd done next to nothing on it during the trip, as it turned out to be all
ut impossible to work on the thing while the Ox was moving, even when there was
plen^ O1 room.) Eventually the Crafts-and-Conversation Society ran down, and we
crashed. (It should be noted that the talking was being done almost entirely by Vi
and me. Elayne is always reticent around strangers; Don didn't know anybody, even
us; and Drew, of course, had crashed almost immediately after dinner.)
Early Wednesday morning, we hit the road -- a toll
-- --------- road, the only one we en
countered the entire trip. It cost us a staggering $1.05 from Richmond to Petersburg
where we turned off to head southwest into North Carolina. The roads were decent
the traffic light, and ve made very good time - a little too good, in Set By 3:00
a.m. on Thursday we were in West Memphis, the easternmost point of Arkansas. We had
to waste a couple hours in order to get to Altus at the right time: business hours
Ine wineries.
On the way to D.C. we had gone through Arkansas and noticed signs pointing off
the Interstate: 'Winery: 5 miles." Wineries in Arkansas? Arkansas? So we investigated.
They were all closed. It was Sunday; of course they'd be closed. What did we think
this was, California? We made a note of the location and got business hours so we
could hit there on the way back. (And during the con we'd mentioned the bit to some
wine-conscious types. The reaction was the same: "Arkansas?") We had to try this
off-beat booze.
There are, as far as we could discover, four wineries in the Altus area. Accord
ing to one of the proprietesses, another area, as large as the present area, had
been planted in wine grapes by some Italian immigrants, but they had sold out to
Welch's, leaving only the small acreage there is now. The four wineries range from
Very Rustic to Very Touristy. The first we hit was the Mount Bethel Winery, which I
would call Rustic. A dirt road led between the farmhouse and the barn, and the proprietess finally came out of the former and led us to the latter, where the winery
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business was located. I tried their various wines, while Elayne, who was more inter
ested in the cat and other livestock, tried one or two samples on recommendation.
We wound up taking 3 bottles of their Niagara wine and 2 of their Delaware wine, as
we'd promised various people to bring them back some Arkansas wine.
The Post Winery should be categorized as Commercial. They had a separate
building just for wine business, including a separate tasting room, and various
printed advertisements. I picked up a set of the postcards, and a recipe for a
drink called a Razorback (Arkansas is very football conscious). After tasting a
bout half of their 22 wines, I purchased one bottle each of the Cinthiana and the
Muscadine. (The latter is also known as "Scuppernong.") As we pushed on to the next
winery, Elayne started making noises about maybe she shouldn't let me drive... .

The Sax's Winery was Very Rustic. It operated out of the storage cellar of the
farmhouse, and wine bottles shared the space with the home preserves and several
household pets. I sampled the two wines they had -- out of the four kinds they usu
ally carried -- and bought a bottle of Campbell's Early.
The last winery, Wiederkehr Wine Cellars, is in the Tourist class. They have
tours of the winery, a gift shop, and a pseudo-Swiss Alps chalet to operate from.
We tried a few of their wines and finally bought a bottle of Alpine Strawberry (an
apple wine with strawberry flavoring). We ignored the tour, but did pick up a charm
for Elayne's collection from the gift shop. And with that we departed the Strange
Land of Arkansas Wines.
As we roared across Oklahoma, we were looking for a way to waste about four or
five hours. Calculations indicated that unless we did so, we'd hit the Mojave Des
ert at the peak of its noontime heat -- something to be avoided if at all possible.
The first reasonable time waster that came to mind -- my mind, that is -- was to
stop somewhere and play bridge that evening. So while I drove, Drew looked through
the directory of bridge clubs to see if there was one with a Thursday night game
somewhere along our route. It appeared that Amarillo, several hundred miles ahead,
was the only hope, so I kept the Ox at the illegal 70 mph in hopes of getting there
on time, and in other hopes of avoiding the state fuzz while getting there. It
would be nice to get back at the Amarillo club for the game we played there in '71,
on the road to Noreascon, shortly after we began playing duplicate bridge. They
had played a 10-table Howell Movement, and we had come in 20th. As we barrelled
along, Elayne, who wouldn't mind at all if bridge were suddenly uninvented, re
checked the directory and turned up the small town of Elk City, Oklahoma, which ad
vertised a Thursday night game. An easily-accessible game was to be preferred to
my trying to get to Amarillo at 70 mph, she said. Fine by us, and we stopped at
Elk City.

After locating the game site -- the local Chamber of Commerce building -- we
ate dinner and waited for the 7 p.m, game time. The director, who looked like he
should be addressed as "Colonel," was quite pleased to have ausl&nder drop in on
the game, and everyone we met was exceedingly friendly. (God help the furriner who’
drops in on some of the Los Angeles clubs without having a local contact there!)
They had a 7-table Mitchell Movement, the card fees were 75^ -- compared to the $2
around here -- and we finished an ignominious 5th out of 7- But for the first time
in I don't know how long, I actually enjoyed a game when I didn't win.
We drove through Texas, New Mexico, and most of Arizona without incident dur
ing the night, and stopped for breakfast Friday morning in Holbrook, Arizona. (Ah,
there, Ron Bennett!) We ate at the Holbrook Truck Terminal, which was a double
mistake. First, the food was somewhat expensive and barely edible. Second, when I
tried turning the Ox around to get out to the highway heading in the right direc
tion, I backed into one of their diesel fuel pumps and knocked the damn thing off
its base. Diesel fuel spread out like a lake before they could find a cutoff valve
and turn it. The pump had been exactly in the right-hand blind spot, and the vari-
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ous fuel islands were scattered over a rather wide area to accomodate the monster
rigs that come through, so I hadn'r expected to find one at that spot. Apparently
accidents to the pumps are commonplace at the Terminal, as the manager said he’d
had three such in the last couple months. As a result, he had an exact quote on the
cost of the front panel of the pump, which was all that had "been damaged. He then
estimated the loss of fuel, and came up with a hill of $^3.96. There isn't a AAA
insurance adjustment office in Holbrook, and I didn't have the cash, so, after some
haggling, we put the bill on my Shell card (since the Terminal is a Shell station)
and let it go at that. (Back in L.A., I took the bill to AAA, and they did indeed
pay it, after about two hours waiting and filling out forms. They later sent me a
complaining note about having had two accidents in two years. Since they're wrong
-- mid-August 1972 to early September 197^ is more than two years -- I trashcanned
the note and didn't reply.)
Our timing was, of course, off again. We hit the Mojave around 3:00 in the
afternoon, cooled off the Ox and ourselves at Needles, just inside the California
border, and plowed on. There were no further difficulties, and, after dropping Don
off at Paula Marmor's apartment in Studio City, we pulled into the Tower driveway
a little after 11:00. Stasia Spade, who had been house-sitting for us, gave us a
status report. Everything was fine, and the cats (which we' • acquired a couple ■
weeks before leaving, but hadn't got around to naming) were now named Flopsy and
Mopsy. The latter had taken an apparently voluntary swim in the pool, and come out
looking like a damp mop; the other appears to be boneless, like Frieda's cat Faron,
but that is an afterthought since there would be no other name for the twin brother
of a cat named Mopsy. We drove Stasia home with appropriate thanks for Tower-sitting
the two weeks, and came back and collapsed. Final mileage: 6066.5.
That should hold us for another couple years!
#######
######
APPENDIX A: Ted Johnstone's parody (originally published in THE REST OF MEST, post
mailed to SAPS 59, April 1962)

It's true! It's true! The Earl has made it clear -
The weather will be horrid all the year...
The laws were made a million years ago here,
With rituals the same as ages past...
And nothing ever changes, as you know, here/ In Gormenghast...
The status quo's defended to the limit,
The liberals are utterly outclassed;
And when a light of thought appears they dim it,/ In Gormenghast...

Gormenghast -- Gormenghast -
I know it's dreadfully bizarre -
But in Gormenghast -- Gormenghast -
That's how conditions are...
A perfect closed ecology existing/ Without a change inside a thousand year...
We know that it will last --/ Our future and our past
Are bound together permanently here/ In Gormenghast.

APPENDIX B: New fragment of a parody (BEP, Aug. 197U):
You wonder what the Earl is doing tonight?
He's up in the Tow'r of Flints, "Whoo-whoo!"ing tonight!
And what does he do there, you ask, indiscreet?
He's looking all around for mice he can eat!

